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CONTAINER LIST

Note: The files of the regional Liberation Committee were released on 26 June 1946 by the Office of the Prefect of Eastern Pyrenees.
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Additional collections: local files certain containing records of the local liberation committees (CLL) The list that follows represents a temporary index presented in a methodical way. In a more complete version of this index the dates will be more precise; they concern the period of existence of the regional Liberation Committee.

Perpignan, 30 June 1999

Reel 1

26 W 9  National Liberation Committee, national Assembly of regional committees, other regional liberation committees (CLD); reports, resolutions, correspondence.

26 W 13  Internment camp, later supervised Center, later military camp in Rivesaltes, organization: reports, correspondence.

26 W 18  Political deportees, investigations, aid to families, reception: instructions, reports, correspondence, lists.

31 W  

Collection from the Prefect's Office
Personnel of the Perpignan citadel and of the camps in Rivesaltes and Argeles, surveillance, complaints and denunciations; reports, correspondence, individual files; camps commandants; minutes of meeting in Vichy (September 1941)

French and foreign suspects, surveillance and investigation; individual files (classified by surnames in alphabetical order).

French and foreign internees, liberation, stay in detention, investigations; instructions, individual files, collective reports, lists, correspondence.

"Undesirable" French and foreign internees, international brigades, transport to Algeria: instructions, correspondence.

Investigated French and foreign suspects: instructions, reports, correspondence.

International brigades, return from Spain: instructions, lists, reports, report by the international military commission.

Spanish refugees and Spanish affaires: reports by special commissioners and sub-prefects, correspondence addressed to the prefect, prefect's correspondence with the foreign minister (reports) and with general Menard, commander of the 16th military region.

To be noted: bombs fell in Saillagousse on 25 January 1939: report, impact plan (copy). Arrival of refugees; prefect's telephone remarks and draft of a report on conditions in the camps on 6 March 1939. Report mentioning the arrest in Perpignan of five persons transporting two rolled up Greco canvasses, 20 March 1939. List of volunteers accepted by the Soviet Union, April 1939. Leaflets seized on entering the Saint-Cyprien camp (speech made by Alber Sarraut, minister of the interior, 11 March 1939 to the national Assembly (leaflets and translation), april 1939. Trip of French journalists to Spain (4-5 May 1939); press clippings (l'Independent, la Depeche, Petit Meridional). Reports from
Col. Baulard, special police commissioner in Andorra, October 1939. Reports from special commissioner of the Perpignan stud farms ["haras"], round up center, September-October 1939. Spanish general Rojo's propositions to set up 10,000 refugees in Argentina (colonization plan), 15 December 1939.

38 W

Ponts-et-chausées

Files of the Technical Department of camps

38 W 82 National Education and Youth, then national Education and Youth and Sports: accounting books (contain: salaries, compensations, receipts, credits, subsidies) 1942

38 W 140 Department of refugees, aid: instructions, correspondence 1940

38 W 145 Evacuation of the coastal area, organization: instructions, correspondence, file on the evacuation of the Banyuls-sur-Mer sanatorium to the Amelie-les-Bains military hospital 1943-1944

38 W 149 Spanish refugees, supplies and housing: instructions, settlement of expenses, correspondence 1939-42

38 W 150 Staff of the camps department: staff's assignments and rounds (30 September 1938), salaries, allocation, notice of orders of payment, tables of names (March 1939), compensations for camp administration and surveillance (25 February-28 November 1941), suspension of guards (10 March and 9 July 1941), transfer of an inspector (21 July 1941), appointment of a doctor (17 March 1941), allocation of housing (13 May-26 May 1941), allocation of free railway passes (1941-42), camp maintenance and management, appointment of an engineer, compensations allocated to the technical staff and the engineer (1941-42), orders and correspondence; employed internees: allowances for various works, orders, correspondence (1941-43); religious worship: visit authorization granted to Rabbi Schilli, correspondence (10 March 1941) 1938, 1941-1943

38 W 152 Staff of the camps' Department (Perpignan), staff of the camps in Argeles, Le Barcares, Rivesaltes, of the receiving Center for refugees from the stud farms (Parpignan), camp in Bram (Aude) and
foreign workers belonging to companies or groups of foreign workers, daily statements of work and expenses, pay sheets.

38 W 155  Camps' Technical Department, bookkeeping of expenditures (productivity bonuses for foreign workers from GTE 402, expenditures of the receiving center for refugees from Perpignan stud farms and of the passive defense of the town of Perpignan, cost of meals, cost of moving, cost of the camps' telephone installations and communications, cost of operations and expenditures connected with works performed in the camps): administrative orders, accounting documents, transactions, correspondence.

1940-1945
Note: expansion works of the Saint-Cyprien camp (1939-45), works in Le Barcares (1940-44) and Rivesaltes (1940-44)

Reel 3

38 W 166  Camp of Argeles-sur-Mer, operation and removal: instructions, reports, correspondence, request for compensation for damage caused by camp administration, transfer of the camp to the youth site.

1940-1943

38 W 167  Camp at Le Barcares, operation (removal of the special police station and assignment of foreign volunteers in May 1940, administrative works in 1939 and 1941-42, care taking in February 1942): correspondence (May 1940-June 1942); liquidation and transfer to the Police Station for fight against unemployment: account of sites, agreement, list of personnel to be reassigned (July 1942), statements of material allocated to other camps and correspondence (May-December 1942), correspondence (among it a draft of a letter on the condition of the files in October 1942).

1939-1942

Also contains: Camp of Saint Paul d'Eulaix (Haute-Vienne), organization and operation: report, correspondence, memos from the office of the camp Director (5 January 1941).

38 W 168  Camp at Rivesaltes, personnel: wages, compensations, lists of names, correspondence.

1941-1944

38 W 169  Camp at Rivesaltes, financial settlement, control of advances, reports, liquidation of assets (January-March 1943).

1941-1943
Camp at Rivesaltes, operation of the health department and school group: reports, accounting of material, correspondence. 1940-1944

Polish refugees in France, reception at reclassification center of Perpignan and Vernet-les-Bains: lists by names and lists by numbers, accounting statements. 1941-1942

Camp's health department services, organization: instructions, reports, lists of personnel, correspondence (June 1940-September 1941); establishment of an otorhinolaryngology center: correspondence (May 1941-42). Health department at Saint-Louis hospital (Perpignan), organization: lists of personnel, list of material which disappeared following floods of 17 October 1940, correspondence (May-December 1940). 1940-1944

Note: individual index cards of camp staff.

Collection from the Office of the Prefect of the Eastern Pyrenees

Secret societies in France, verification of non-participation of state officials (prefecture's administration, national security and other ministerial departments) and of the personnel of public entities: statements, lists of names, reports, instructions, correspondence (August 1940-January 1943); ban on secret societies (act of 13 August 1940); division of investigation and control of Montpellier, appointment of personnel (1943-45), destruction of documents (1946-1947); correspondence. 1940-1947

Subversive activities, arrests: monthly reports. Anti-French remarks, arrests: individual files. 1940-1944

Secret societies, dissolution: arrests, reports, lists of members, removal from office. 1940-1944

Activity of Italian antifascist groups and Italian socialist party, surveillance: reports, leaflets, correspondence (1942); information from informers on the political and military situation in Vatican and in Italy (1943); Italian national liberation committee of Eastern

Contents: Political propaganda posters (3 posters), notably communist (undated, [1946]).

### Reel 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39 W 85</td>
<td>Administrative internment, screening commission, public safety consulting commission, verification commission, organization; detainees, surveillance: instructions, arrests, individual files, lists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939-1944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 W 88</td>
<td>Administrative internment and house arrest: ministerial circular, individual and collective files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939-1947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: lists of persons arrested from 1 November to 4 December 1944.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 W 100</td>
<td>Personnel of National Security, the prefecture, the military hospital of Amelie-les-Bains and of the office of the departmental hygiene inspector, application of the Jewish status: circular, individual statements, reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Collection of the Sub-Prefecture of Prades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 W 22</td>
<td>Information control (press, publications, mail, subversive writings, telephone communications, secret societies): circulars, information memos, lists of publications, correspondence, pamphlets in Prades (1939-1944). French refugees, control, injunction to leave the district: correspondence (1942). Foreigners and Jews residing in the district, control, house arrest, injunction to leave the district, ban on staying, removal, evacuation from the reserved zone of Eastern Pyrenees: lists, individual files, correspondence (1934-43). Camps in Eastern Pyrenees, organization: circulars (March-April. 1941); transport of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
undesirables coming from the camps, this one from Mont-Louis, going to Africa, organization: correspondence (April 1941). Foreign workers put up in Vernet-les-Bains: correspondence (February 1941); use of free foreign labor force at Ille-sur-Tet for repair of damage caused by the floods of 1940: report, correspondence (March-April (1941); incorporation of foreigners in foreign workers' companies: circulars, correspondence (August 1941). Persons sentenced for collaboration and publications, surveillance: correspondence (1946-1948).

1934-1948

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>41 W 52</th>
<th>Refugees from Menton (Maritime Alps, June-September 1940), census, request for return, request for change of residence, request to stay, request for free transportation: instructions, statements of names and numbers per community, statements of names per return transport.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940-1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 41 W 53 | Continued from Above.                                                                                                                                                                               |
| 1940    |                                                                                                                                                                                                 |

| 41 W 54 | Continued from Above. Refugees from the North of France (Paris region and others)                                                                                                                                 |
| 1940    |                                                                                                                                                                                                 |

Reel 5

| 41 W 55 | Continued from Above. Refugees and persons expelled from Alsace Lorraine (1940-42); Spanish refugees (1939-44); Belgian refugees: lists of repatriated Belgians, certificates, correspondence (August 1940); refugees from Algeria (1943); officials repatriated from Tunisia (May 1943). |
| 1939-1944 |                                                                                                                                                                                                 |

| 41 W 61 | War supplies, wood, vehicles, fuel and copper sulfate, regulations: instructions, correspondence (1939-49). Prisoners of war, liberation, leaves and mailings, regulations: notices, instructions, lists of names, correspondence (1940-43); local committee for intellectual aid to prisoners, make-up: correspondence (1941); prisoners of war, S.T.O. workers and deportees, census: instructions, numerical statements, statements of names, correspondence (1945-46) |
| 1939-1946 |                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
68 W

Collection from the Office of the Prefect of Eastern Pyrenees

68 W 76  Departmental liberation committee: bulletins, deliberations, correspondence. Departmental military commission: instructions. Hospital Saint-Jean, cleanup carried out by the local committee for cleanup of Perpignan’s civilian hospices: instructions, individual files. Administrative cleanup commission for the district of Perpignan: minutes of meetings.

1944-1945

68 W 79  Departmental liberation committee, financial management: reports, press clippings, correspondence (1945); Nogueres-Fourquet action: correspondence, press clippings (1949); departmental committee for seizure of illegal profits: appointment of agents of direct taxation office (1944), monthly statements of seizures (1946-48, 1950-51), file by cases (1945-48)

1944-1951

109 W

109 W 297  Foreign refugees or internees in the camps, control, surveillance, stay, repatriation: regulations, correspondence.

1938-1946

109 W 298  Foreigners in irregular situations (among others, members of International Brigades), internment, expulsion, transfer to Algeria, Sentencing, liberation: instructions, lists of names. N.B.: report from the border post of Cerbree about the exodus of the Spaniards (1939)

1939-1945

109 W 299  Spanish refugees in the camps, total number: statistical statement.

September 1939

109 W 300-328  French and foreign internees in the camps of the region, surveillance, statements of residence, individual files (classified by surnames in alphabetical order).

1939-1964

http://collections.ushmm.org
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Frenchmen and foreigners investigated by the authorities for all reasons (political, dangerous behavior, escape, Red Cross), delayed unsuccessful investigations in the region: lists, telegrams, correspondence (1939-41). Spanish refugees, request for certificate of internment in the camps in the region: correspondence (1945).  
1939-1945

Camp at Argeles-sur-Mer, Le Barcares, Saint-Cyprien, internees transferred to the camp at Vernet (Ariege) Lists of names.  
1939-1941
Camp at Argeles-sur-Mer, Spanish refugees repatriated to Spain: list (15 July 1940); Czechoslovak nationals desirous to return to their country of origin: lists, individual notices, correspondence (November-December 1940); hiring of Polish and Spanish internees for work as foresters in the Aude: lists, correspondence (February-April 1941).

Camp at Argeles-sur-Mer, escapees: lists.

Special camp at Coloure fort: internees transferred to the camp at Vernet: lists of names, correspondence.

Rivesaltes camp. Transfer to the camp at Milles (Bouches-Du-Rhone), regulations: instructions, ministerial correspondence (1940-41); trains, make-up: lists of names, individual index cards, correspondence (1941). Emigration to the United States, compilation of files (letters J, P, S): individual notices, official documents, correspondence (1941).

Camp at Rivesaltes, internees transferred to the camp at Vernet (Ariege): lists of names, correspondence.

Germans demanded by the Kundt armistice commission, investigations: lists of names, correspondence.

Saint-Cyprien camp, intervention of the bishopric: organization of camp's lodging place and rest home (1938); regrouping of 200 Catholics for transfer to other camps: undated correspondence; typhoid epidemics, vaccination of internees: report (1940); attempts at freeing internees for payment: reports (1940).

Spanish refuges to be interned in Saint-Cyprien and Argeles-sur-Mer camps: lists, correspondence.

Escapees from Saint-Cyprien camp, investigations: correspondence.

Internees of Saint-Cyprien wanting to emigrate ask to be released:
lists of names.  

September-October 1940

134 W

134 W 28  
Spanish refugees from Le Barcares and Rivesaltes camps, repatriation to Spain (1941-42); convoy of refugees coming from Switzerland, crossing the frontier at Cerbere: telegrams, lists, correspondence (1941-42).  

1941-1942

134 W 29  
Rivesaltes camp, "formation of transports of foreign Jews": instructions, records, numerical lists of transports, lists by names of persons excluded from the transport, list of names by nationality, indicating the ages and professions of the internees, telegrams, correspondence.  

1942

134 W 30  
Rivesaltes camp, organization: correspondence (February-April 1941, August-October 1942); supplies: correspondence (July-November 1942); liquidation of the camp: correspondence, telegrams (November-December 1942); personnel, proposal of candidates: correspondence (November 1942).  

1941-1942

134 W 31  
Rivesaltes camp: convoy of foreign Jews: lists of 13 (21 September, 20 October 1942); children from camps taken under the wing of OSE (Aid to Children): list of names (indicates: nationality, first names of fathers and mothers and camp (recreation camp) of destination: children from recreation camps to be directed to the camp: lists of names; clandestine crossing of the border, investigation: records, lists of names for redistribution of seized assets.  

1942

134 W 417  
Requests for visas to the United States made by the Germans.  

1941

134 W 418  
Visas to the United States, individual requests.  

1941-1943

134 W 478  
Status of Algerian Jews, request to maintain the status of French citizens in spite of the repel of the Cremieux decree.  

1941

134 W 479  
Notice of investigation concerning nomads, peddlers, ban on access to certain places and itinerant merchants.  

1941-1948
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>134 W 480</td>
<td>Rivesaltes camp, interned foreign Jews: registers (indicating: name, nationality, profession, date of entry in France). Undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 W 481</td>
<td>Special police station of Arles-sur-Tech, Spanish refugees: lists of names by transport (indicating: name, number and ages of children). February 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 W 482</td>
<td>Erection of a memorial to the deportation of Struthof (Low Rhine), national contribution: regulations, correspondence, ministerial (1935-1954); formation of departmental committee: prefect's orders (January-February 1954); appeals to public generosity: correspondence, press clippings (May 1954-1958); national deportees' day, 24 April 1955: two posters (undated [1955]). 1953-1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 W 483</td>
<td>Struthof-Natwiller camp, contribution for erection of a memorial: instructions, appeals, donations, subsidies. 1954-1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 W 744</td>
<td>Vagrants, turning back to the border, population displacement and regrouping, control of personal ID documents: prefect's order, fines, records, report, petition, ID documents, individual notices, correspondence. 1918-1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 W 750</td>
<td>General security, vagrants: movement and ID documents, correspondence. 1926-1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 W 755</td>
<td>Vagrants. Evacuation authorization (in alphabetical order). 1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 W 756</td>
<td>Vagrants, closing off of the Champ de Mars area, turning back to the border: reports, individual files, list, petition, correspondence. 1909-1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1260 W</td>
<td>Rivesaltes camp, history and operation: reports, correspondence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(8 January 1958); Argeles camp, history: report (undated); Le Barcares camp, operation: reports, correspondence (1967); Vernet-les-Bains camp, expulsion of Spanish refugees by the Gestapo: memo (11 December 1943); internment in the camps, publication of the list of deceased internees: request by Ms. Klarsfeld, report, correspondence (November-December 1976).

1943-1976

1260 W 69 Unspecified camp. "Foreigners interned for clandestine border crossing, for immediate liberation": alphabetical list of names (shows name, date and place of birth).

Undated.

1260 W 70 German, Austrian, Polish, Russian, Czechoslovakian and stateless Jews, listed by nationalities: list of names with the mention "excluded from transports"

14 August 1942

1260 W 71 Foreigners: list.

Undated

1260 W 72 Foreigners engaged as volunteers for the duration of the war: list.

Undated

1260 W 73 Argeles-sur-Mer camp: register of entries and index (12 March-23 June 1940, 4 November-20 December 1940).

1940

1260 W 74 Argeles-sur-Mer camp: register of persons admitted.

13 May-4 August 1941

1260 W 75 Contined from Above. 14 March-17 September 1941

1260 W 76 Rivesaltes camp, register of entries.

21 November 1941-4 July 1942

1260 W 77 Unidentified camp (Le Barcares ?), foreign internees: register of departures (21 November 1941-17 July 1942).

21 November 1941-11 July 1942

Reel 11

1260 W 78 Rivesaltes lodging camp: register of entries

25 January-28 June 1941

1260 W 79 Contined from Above. 28 June 1941-24 November 1942 (Reel 14)

1260 W 80 Rivesaltes lodging center, foreigners transferred from camps in
the Low Pyrenees (today the Atlantic Pyrenees): correspondence. December 1940-July 1942

1260 W 81 Rivesaltes lodging center: lists of persons transferred from the Gurs camp (the Low Pyrenees, today Atlantic Pyrenees). 14 May 1941

1260 W 82 Continued from Above. 14 July 1942

1260 W 83 Rivesaltes lodging center: list of foreigners taken in, transferred to Recebedou camp (Haute Garonne). 2 and 11 July 1942

1260 W 84 Le Barcares camp, transfer to Rivesaltes: list of names of transferees, correspondence. 1942

1260 W 85 Rivesaltes camp, foreigners taken in: alphabetical list of names (shows name, place and date of birth) (30 June 1942); foreigners transferred to Rivesaltes: list of names by chronological order (shows name, date of birth) (3 July 1942)/ 1942

1260 W 86 Rivesaltes camp: register of departures. 15 May 1941-21 November 1941

1260 W 87 Rivesaltes camp: register of departures. 22 November-20 April 1942

1260 W 88 Rivesaltes camp: chronological register of departures. 14 January-25 November 1942

1260 W 89 Rivesaltes lodging center: numbers section: register of escapees. 15 January-24 November 1942

1260 W 90 Rivesaltes lodging center: list of escapees. Undated

1260 W 91 Rivesaltes camp, escapees: fragments of list, transfer to Septfonds camp: list. 1942

1260 W 92 Rivesaltes camp: register of entries and departures. 1942

1260 W 93 Undetermined camp, records of administrative correspondence concerning the administration situation of foreigners in the camp: register in chronological number (shows name, subject of the matter). 2 January 1942-22 May 1942
1260 W 94  Rivesaltes camp: list of interned foreigners.  
Undated

1260 W 95  Rivesaltes camp: list of foreign internees transferred to the Noe camp (Haute-Garonne).  
1 December 1945

1260 W 96  Rivesaltes lodging center: register of entrees.  
25 August-24 November 1942

1260 W 97  Supervised Rivesaltes camp: register of persons ousted.  
26 August-2 October 1942

1260 W 98  Contined from Above.  
3 October-7 December 1942

1260 W 99  Supervised Rivesaltes camp: register of departures.  
3 January-7 July 1942

1260 W 100 Contined from Above.  
8 July-28 November 1942

1260 W 101  Rivesaltes camp, Jewish foreigners or unsheltered persons and/or internees who left in transports on 11 August, 23 August, 1 Sept., 4 September, 13 September, 21 September, 28 September, 3 November, 5 November 1942: alphabetical lists of names by transport (August-November 1942); lists of names of unsheltered foreigners and/or camp internees who left in transports from August to November 1942: correspondence (October-November 1942); Jews who left in transports during August to October 1942: numbers list (undated); loans of files and lists of foreign Jews by the prefect of Eastern Pyrenees at SERE (Department of Evacuation Regrouping of Children to Toulouse): correspondence (1944).  
1942-1944

1260 W 102  Rivesaltes camp, relatives of Jews departed in transport of 11 August 1942; list of all those leaving.  
11 August 1942

1260 W 103  Rivesaltes camp: Jews not included in the transport of 11 August 1942: list.  
11 August 1942

1260 W 104  Foreign Jews classified as traffickers or engaging in black market: correspondence, lists.  
August-September 1942
1260 W 105  Argeles-sur-Mer camp, 227th Company of Workers [foreigners],
general list of Spanish nationals beneficiaries of the right of asylum residing in Eastern Pyrenees.

Undated [1940]

1260 W 106  Le Barcares camp, 153rd Company of Workers [foreigners], general list of Spanish nationals beneficiaries of the right of asylum residing in Eastern Pyrenees.

Undated

1260 W 107  Le Barcares camp, 154th Company of Workers [foreigners], general list of Spanish nationals beneficiaries of the right of asylum residing in Eastern Pyrenees.

Undated

1260 W 108  Le Barcares camp, 155th Company of Spanish refugees: general lists of Spanish nationals beneficiaries of the right to asylum residing in Eastern Pyrenees, ages 20 to 48 years.

1940

N.B. : the lists show: names, surnames, place and date of birth, address, occupation, marital status, observations on the conduct of the individual, doctors' statements, decisions of the discharge commission.

1260 W 109  Le Barcares camp, Spanish nationals beneficiaries of the right of asylum residing in Eastern Pyrenees ages 20 to 48, making up the 156th Company of Workers [foreigners]: alphabetical and numerical list of names from 1 to 234.

8 May 1940

1260 W 110  Le Barcares camp, Spanish internees members of the 227th Company of Foreign Workers: list of names.

1940

1260 W 111  Spanish prisoners and internees from Eastern Pyrenees, 227th Company of Foreign Workers: lists.

Undated

1260 W 112  Rivesaltes camp, 228th Company of Foreign Workers, general list of Spanish nationals beneficiaries of the right of asylum in Eastern Pyrenees, ages 20 to 48.

1260 W 113  Rivesaltes camp, 157th Company of Foreign Workers, general list of Spanish nationals beneficiaries of the right of asylum residing in Eastern Pyrenees, ages 20 to 48.

1940

1260 W 114  Saint-Cyprien, 227th Company of Workers [foreigners], general list of Spanish nationals beneficiaries of the right to asylum residing in
Eastern Pyrenees.

1260 W 128 Rivesaltes camp, Spanish internees: list of names.

Undated

1260 W 129 Saint-Cyprien camp, Spanish internees, members of the 225th Company pf Foreign Workers: list of names.

1940

1287 W

Collection of the Prefect's Office

1st section, 2nd office: foreigners' department

1287 W 1 Camp Argeles-sur-Mer, historical background: prefect's memo (1963), files of original pieces of evidence which were helpful in the compilation (1938-1942).

1938-1963

Investigation of site by the army; memo of 3 May 1938, replies by camp (Argeles, Canet-plage, Le Barcares, Matemale, Saint Cyprien), plans of Argeles and Le Barcares (May 1938). Instructions relative to assignment to camps (Belgian recruits, marching regiment of Foreign Workers, Spanish refugees) (1939-May 1940). Inside discipline in the camps: orders, inside camp regulations (1940-1942). Camps' statistics: weekly statistical lists, daily conditions of the Spanish internees coming from France (July-December 1939) daily reports on the situation verified by the commandant of camps of Spanish militiamen of the 16th region (March 1939-July 1940, blanks), statistics on German internees at Argeles and Rivesaltes (Aryans, Jewish ancestry, half-Jewish) (12 February 1941). Monthly reports of activities of the camps of Argeles (October 1941), Le Barcares (November 1941-February 1942 , June 1942) and of Rivesaltes (September-December 1941 and February , May-October 1942) orders, correspondence (September 1941). Special commissioner in charge of general surveillance of the camps: reports to the prefect, summary in Catalan and in French of a circular published in Montbeton (Tarn-et-Garonne) for the Catalans natives of Igualada and seized in the mail addressed to camp Rivesaltes (Fraternitat comarcal, No. 1-5) (April-June 1941).

1287 W 2 Le Brcares camp. Foreigners incorporated into the marching regiment of engaged volunteers) R.M.V.E.), requests for naturalization: individual files.

November 1939-April 1940

The files contains also: Spanish refugees, repatriation to Spain: lists of names (last and first name, origin) made up by the special commissioner of the Center of Anciens Haras de Perpignan (August-October 1939). Foreigners lodged in Argeles camp sent to Le Barcares: lists (October 1941). Spanish refugees with tuberculosis, transfer to a sanatorium: list of patients of hospital Saint-Louis
(with diagnoses), rejection from the head of the Argeles camp (October-November 1941). Foreigners from Rivesaltes camp to be employed in agriculture, census: memo, orders, list of names of men as of 15 July 1942 (1941-1942). Application of the Jewish status: list of Jews who submitted their declaration to the prefect's office (letters K-Z) undated. The aged and incurably sick from the Argeles and Rivesaltes camps to be transferred to camps of Noe and Recebedou (Haute Garonne): telegrams, lists of names, handwritten notes (March-December 1941). Spanish women from the Brouilla maternity hospital: list (1939?). Excess of foreigners in the national economy: instructions, correspondence (1941-1942). Surveillance of the border: reports of investigation, information memos, list of persons barred from staying at Prats-de-Mollo (30 December 1946), list of notorious smugglers (2 January 1947), correspondence (November 1946-July 1947).

1287 W 3

Camp Argeles-sur-Mer: daily listings of actual internees by sex and by age bracket established by the heads of camps (17 April-27 August 1941), blanks), tables by nationality and profession (10 and 25 May, 10 June, 10 August 1941). Le Barcares camp: daily listings of actual internees by sex and by age bracket established by heads of camp (20 November 1941-13 June 1942), blanks), tables by nationality and by profession (14 to 28 and 15 January 1942, 28 January, 1st –30 June 1942).

1936-1942

Reel 12

1787 W 1

Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Abramovski-Belmonte.

Also contains:

A letter from the office of the Minister of the Interior directed to the medical director of the Ancient Military Hospital asking for the Spanish refugee Manuel Alvarez Fernandez to be hospitalized at Perpignan.

1787 W 2

Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Barreraf-Collado.
Also contains:
A letter from Maurice Salva, the Service Chief of the Saint-Jean hospital, certifying that Paul Blatt was in the hospital in 1942 and 1943.

A letter from December 12, 1941 asking for Dimitri Dedworo to be admitted to the hospital.

A paper detailing the effects of Pedro Caparris.

1787 W 3 Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Cohn-Fernandez.

Also contains:
An exit clearance for Ricardo Cots.

A letter requesting that Nathan Ehrlich changes the camp his is in.

1787 W 4 Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Ferragut-Gonzalez.

Also contains:
A temperature chart for Aladar Fritz.

A letter requesting entrance into the hospital at Perpignan for Robert Kiffer and Albert Galler.

1787 W 5 Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Gouraler-Kuzminec.
Also contains:
A letter from H. Steinthal, a professor at the University of Berlin asking for the medical chief of the Saint Louis hospital to help his cousin Feitz Joseph and his son and wife.

1787 W 6 Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Labato-Mauri.

Reel 13

1787 W 7 Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Matison-Polo.

1787 W 8 Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Pablo-Stern.

Also contains:
A letter from M. Pable Carcaga asking for a letter that verifies his stay in the Saint Louis hospital.

1787 W 9 Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Soriano-Zyperisz.
1787 W 10 Listings from the Ancient Military Saint-Louis Hospital in Perpigan that include the provenance the individual is from, the hospital room they are in, the hospital bed they are in, their first and last names, their birthplace, their birthdates, the names of their children, the name of their spouse, their home address, their nationality, their religion, the date of their entry into the hospital, their diagnosis, the day they left the hospital, their reason for leaving the hospital, their diagnosis when leaving the hospital, their entry number, the name of the person who accompanied them, and any observations: Abraham-Kutnowski.

Reel 14

1260 W 79 Listing of names that include last name, maiden name, first name, nationality, date of birth, place of birth, marital status, religion, profession, entry date, exit date, and any additional observations. The listings are in no particular order and are in a list form.

Reel 15

1260 W 1 Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Abad-Anziferoff.

1260 W 2 Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Aparicio-Bazylewicz.

1260 W 3 Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Bea-Bizic.

Reel 16

1260 W 4 Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Blagewicz-Brevi.

1260 W 5 Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Briceño-Cazorla-Arreche.

1260 W 6 Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Cerdladia-Dawidowicz.
Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations:

Debick-Dzlejciarz.

Eibe-Fenster.

Feris-Fourré.

Fraenkel-Garcia-Moriyon

Garcia-Foldfischer.

Goldgicht-Grzyb.

Guabalda-Hepner.

Herborn-Hutt.
Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Ibanez-Kappel.

Reel 21

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Karas-Kohorn.

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Kol-Kwiatkowski.

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Lablanca-Leyser.

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Libenbaum-Lozano.

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Luban-Martinez.

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Martins da Cunha-Mlynowski.

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Moch-Nazareusz.

Reel 22

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Nechomas-Ozinlis.

Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Pablo-Podlewski.
Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Poiarez-Reichg, Reig-Rosenzweig, Rosican-Sancho-Aladren, Sandbrand-Schwarzschild, Scroglieri-Sowinkski, Spacierer-Szerman, Szezekao-Tyszynski, Uceda-Wajcman, Wajdenfeld-Willner.
Listings for the Centre d'Hébergement for the Rivesaltes Camp that include last name, first name, birthplace, birth date, nationality, religion, marital status, number of children, profession, and any observations: Wimpfheimer-Zysman.

Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Aba-Alza.

Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Amadeo-Azurbendi.

Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Batorrijios-Bemal.

Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Ben Abdullach-Bozzer.

Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Braadbaart-Ferrer.

Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Capa-Cazorla.

Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Cebador-Coy.
1260 W 42 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Cramanos-Dominguez.

1260 W 43 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Donaire-Faolni.

1260 W 44 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Faraldo-Montagut.

1260 W 45 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Foerderrenther-Garcia.

1260 W 46 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Garcia Trujeda-Gil.

1260 W 47 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Gila-Giménez.

**Reel 29**

1260 W 47 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, (continued) birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Giménez-González.

1260 W 48 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): González-Herbst.

1260 W 49 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and
other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Herce-Izwierk.

1260 W 50 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Jabeń-Lacuna.

1260 W 51 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Lada-Loojenski.

1260 W 52 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Lombarte-Makstmowicz.

1260 W 53 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Malagów-Martinez.

1260 W 54 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Martinez-Melnyk.

Reel 30

1260 W 55 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Membrado-Montpello.

1260 W 56 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Moos-Ney.

1260 W 57 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Nicasio-Pardo.

1260 W 58 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and
other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Paredes-Perón.

1260 W 59 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Pfiermann-Pysala.

1260 W 60 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Qondart-Rizzo.

Reel 31

1260 W 61 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Roa-Rotschild.

1260 W 62 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Roucaute-Sanduikis.

1260 W 63 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Sanchez-Sequn.

1260 W 64 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Segura-Stekl.

1260 W 65 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Stelmokas-Triquell.

Reel 32

1260 W 66 Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Trnka-Vidella.
Listings for the Rivesaltes Camp giving last name, first name, profession, birth date, date of entry to camp, date of leaving camp, age, marital status, number of children, and other important information (Note—the above is not included in every listing): Vidella-Zuvirn.